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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
An approach borrowed from the petroleum industry was applied to the gas development evaluation for the Bulga 

underground coal mine in New South Wales, Australia. The results enabled the coal mine operator, Xstrata Coal, to 

systematically plan the extraction of gas in harmony with mine production planning of multiple coal seams. This has allowed 

for a more proactive approach in preparing the resources and infrastructure needed to capture the gas and accelerate coal 

mining while maintaining their high level of commitment to safety. 

Norwest has for decades used gas recovery simulation models to assist the petroleum industry and the coal bed methane 

(CBM) industry in understanding and forecasting fluid saturations and flow behavior. Norwest developed a similar process 

with Xstrata to migrate existing mine data at Bulga into reservoir simulation models to study various drainage alternatives. 

An interesting feature to the evaluation was also developing an understanding of test procedures and nomenclature from the 

mining industry to properly translate the data for input in simulators developed for the petroleum and CBM industries. 

The model was then calibrated to actual field data collected from drainage pilot tests that Norwest helped design and 

monitor at Bulga. The resulting calibrated predictions were then used to develop budgets, schedules, resource requirements, 

and alternatives for capturing the gas and delivering it to market ahead of mining.  

Increasing revenue, reducing emissions, improving schedules and cutting costs for the mining operations have all 

contributed to justifying this advanced approach at Bulga. It has also allowed Xstrata to expand their focus to the sizable gas 

reserves in seams not currently planned for mining.  Several of these seams would be economic gas development targets once 

the gas recovery infrastructure is installed for the mine. The evaluation process was refined throughout this project and the 

resulting approach will benefit Xstrata with their broader strategic development of resources in the Hunter Valley and beyond 

to their worldwide operations.  

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Coal mine gas has traditionally been seen as a nuisance to mining and the conventional approach has been to adopt 

drilling and drainage methods that are reactive and closely linked to coal production requirements.  The gas is extracted 

primarily for safety reasons and is generally vented into the atmosphere, thereby contributing to greenhouse gas emissions.  

The growing appreciation of the potential benefits of coal seam gas as an economic fuel in its own right, plus the realization 

of the costs required to capture and sell this commodity, resulted in Xstrata taking a more rigorous evaluation approach suited 

to the application of computer simulation models.  

In 2004 Xstrata selected Norwest to evaluate the possibility of pre-mining gas drainage for one of the coal seams 

scheduled for retreat longwall mining at Bulga. The project was awarded based on Norwest’s experience with large-scale, 

detailed computer simulation models that could fully utilize the large volume of geologic data collected from over a thousand 
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exploration boreholes in the Bulga mine lease. One key deliverable from the evaluation is to identify and track gas content 

distributions in the coal seams to help insure safe mining operations for the Bulga mine which currently has the highest coal 

extraction rate in Australia from combined open-cut and underground mine operations. Figure 1 provides the location of 

Xstrata mines within New South Wales, including the Bulga mine site (#4). An aerial view of the Bulga opencut and a blue 

overlay of one set of proposed underground mining panels are presented in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 1 Locator Map 

 

 
Figure 2 Aerial Photo of Bulga Mine Lease  
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Maintaining the current extraction rate while moving to seams with higher and higher gas contents is the challenge and, 

according to several previous mining studies completed for Xstrata, it will require an effective pre-mining gas drainage 

program. In order to minimize the costs and maximize the effectiveness of the program, drainage needs to commence well 

before mining and this is likely best accomplished with drainage holes drilled from surface. 

CBM operators have decades of experience recovering coal gas from wells drilled at surface so they are one potential 

source of technical information but very few in the CBM industry have experience in detailed pre-development evaluations. 

This reflects their low start-up costs, relatively low precision requirements, and lack of exploration data coverage over the 

development area relative to a coal mining operation. 

The petroleum industry has many decades of experience in detailed pre-development evaluations of hydrocarbon 

intervals (reservoirs) where a large volume of geologic data is available to assist the analysis. The need for more geologic 

characterization of the reservoirs and precision analysis stems from much higher development costs and higher commodity 

prices than that typically associated with CBM. 

The Coal Mine Methane (CMM) evaluation for Bulga, where there is a large set of geologic data and potentially large 

capital costs associated with gas drainage and capture, was a good application for tackling CMM issues by blending CBM 

development techniques with a petroleum industry evaluation approach.  

PETROLEUM APPROACH 
 

So what is the “petroleum industry” approach? Prior to drilling a well in the petroleum industry a forecast is prepared of 

the oil or gas flow rates that are expected to be produced (recovered) from that well. These forecasts are then used to 

calculate project economics. The higher the well cost, the more geologic data needs to be collected and examined ahead of 

drilling to evaluate the risks and to provide more reliable forecasts. This is similar to the purpose of drilling a multitude of 

coal exploration holes ahead of mining.  

For complex or expensive projects the petroleum industry typically relies on computer simulation to identify risks and 

bracket the reasonable range of possible production rates. Such projects include enhanced oil or gas recovery projects where a 

fluid is injected in a hydrocarbon reservoir to help mobilize gas or oil that was previously bypassed by conventional recovery 

techniques. Where a number of petroleum wells are needed to support a costly infrastructure, such as an offshore platform or 

a gas processing plant, the wells are evaluated in combination to complete a “total field” simulation model. These models are 

also used to determine the total number of wells to be drilled and also to determine how closely the wells should be placed 

next to each other. This is comparable to the planning process for gob or goaf wells at the mine site but the objectives of 

spacing petroleum wells can be quite different, as will be outlined in a later section.  

Although relatively complex or detailed computer simulation of fluid movement in the oil or gas reservoirs is often 

reserved for projects with large development costs, such simulation models can only be justified if there is also a detailed 

geologic model. Precise predictions of flow rates can not be based on gross geologic assumptions. As a result, the extent and 

complexity of a model is governed by the geologic data coverage and by the level of available geologic detail. This is not to 

say that all the models need to be complex; just that the limitations of each model need to be recognized. In fact, the preferred 
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approach is to actually start with simple conceptual models to study the basic flow dynamics and only move to more complex 

versions if there is sufficient data and a specific valued objective for a more detailed examination. 

SIMULATION OVERVIEW 
 

The phased gas development evaluation for Bulga began with conceptual and static (no flow) models that were 

expanded and refined, according to Xstrata’s interests and needs, to eventually include regional, multi-seam, dynamic flow 

models.  During this process Norwest also designed field tests and procedures, created a comprehensive technical database, 

completed reserve estimates and economic evaluations and matched the results from gas production pilot tests.  

The first model was prepared to determine the size of the gas resource in a single mining seam and to generate displays 

illustrating the variability in gas content across the lease area. This was followed by a series of single well models used to 

examine the potential water and gas recoveries expected at Bulga from a variety of well completion techniques in each seam.  

The next simulation phase was to run different drainage development scenarios to select the optimum wellbore 

completion techniques and wellbore spacings that would be most effective in reducing the gas content in the mine plan area. 

Figure 3 provides a snapshot of the gas content distribution for one seam during the initial drainage stage for a given well 

development plan. The primary interest is the gas content distribution within the mining plan which is outlined in gray. 

 
Figure 3 Development Model for Different Development Scenarios 

 
The target gas content at the end of drainage was developed by Xstrata mining engineers based on the capacity of the 

proposed ventilation system and the target coal extraction schedule. Parametric model runs were then made to test the impact 

that changes in coal properties had on the model forecasts of water rates, gas rates and post-drainage gas contents in the mine 

plan area. Results from these parametric cases highlighted the range of uncertainty in the model forecasts to help Xstrata plan 

for peak methane concentrations at the longwall face.  

After completing the simulation runs for the first coal seam, Xstrata decided to proceed with this same modeling process 

for three of the four mining seams. In addition, a multi-seam model for the entire mine lease was constructed to evaluate roof 
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and floor emissions for each seam and to also study the effectiveness of pre-mining drainage of the seams within the caving 

profile(s). Figure 4 provides a sectional view of the relative stratigraphic position of the coal seams across the lease.  

 

 
Figure 4 Mine Lease Cross-section of Seams 

 
This work established that several of the non-mining seams had potential for development as CBM plays both inside 

and outside of the mine lease. As a result, the evaluation work was expanded to include an area well beyond the lease 

boundaries to more closely examine possible business development opportunities. 

The model evaluation work also helped identify gaps and holes in the dataset so that the remaining exploration work 

could be directed to filling those areas. Most of the primary data collection tasks and displays for mine planning are the same 

for evaluating gas development, as illustrated in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 Comparison of requirements for mine planning and gas development tasks. 
 

Coal Mine Exploration Work Gas Exploration Work 
Roof and Floor Maps Structure/Isopach Maps 
Gas Content Sampling Gas Content Sampling 

Gas Adsorption Testing Gas Adsorption Testing 
Hydrogeology Issues Hydrogeology Issues 
Proximate Analysis Proximate Analysis 

Coal Continuity Coal Continuity 
Interburden Properties Interburden Properties 

Seam Geometry Seam Geometry 
Coal Chemistry Permeability 

 

Since the exploration and data collection at Bulga had been primarily directed at mining studies some of the focus 

needed to be shifted or expanded. This included running a two-well pilot gas production test that was concluded in 2005. The 

results of this test were then matched (history matched) by Norwest to calibrate the prediction models. Other gas 

development testing in the field included permeability tests around the mine lease, gas isotope testing, cleat measurements, 
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core tests directed at non-mining seams and standardized gas content tests tailored to be input directly into the simulation 

models. 

The majority of all data collected by the mine was used in the computer simulation models but time was needed to sort 

through the nomenclature and testing methods to make sure there was a good understanding of what was meant by some of 

the mining industry, and local nomenclature. The computer simulation engineers and geologists at Norwest spend roughly an 

equal amount of time working with the petroleum and CBM industries where there are similarly significant differences in 

approaches and nomenclature. As a result, it was not surprising that there were some variations unique to the coal mine 

industry. Some team members and other employees within Norwest Corporation have extensive experience in underground 

mining and this was beneficial to the effort but the most effective method of communication was to review displays and 

testing procedures with those collecting the data, including the service company representatives. 

Although both mining and gas development evaluations rely on much of the same data sets, there are several differences 

in defining what data is most relevant to each and what specific data needs to be collected. This comparison is shown in 

Table 2.  

Table 2 Nomenclature and emphasis for mine planning and gas development requirements. 
 

Coal Mine Development Gas Development 
Working Section Gas Productive Intervals 

Gas per Rock Mass Gas per Coal unit 
Lease Area Drainage Area 

Mining Timetable Gas Net Present Value 
Mine Safety Median Forecast 

Outburst Potential Level of Gas Saturation 
Ventilation Requirements Well Productivity 

 

Meeting the data requirements for both groups involved ensuring that the people collecting and distributing the data had 

an understanding of what was needed for each group. Many of the data collection opportunities are impossible or costly to 

repeat and yet the costs of expanding the data collection activities in ‘real time’ are minimal. As a result, if there is a 

reasonable chance that gas development will be considered for a mine site it is essential that the mine exploration work also 

covers the data collection needs for a gas development evaluation. 

SIMULATION PHASES 
The simulation work at Bulga can also be grouped into discrete modeling phases with each phase involving a specific 

level of detail, a specific objective and coverage over a particular size area. This section outlines the differences in these 

model phases and provides examples of how they were applied. Figure 5 illustrates the normal transitional flow mechanism 

for the various phases. There is no requirement that all phases need to be completed and no requirement on the transition 

order but for this discussion the model work is outlined to move from the more simple models to the more complex.  
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Figure 5 Petroleum Approach Simulation Phases  
 

The first phase is the Parametric Study which tested the impact each key coal property would likely have on the 

drainage program. The process involves modifying only one parameter in the model at a time by an amount fitting the 

statistical distribution for that parameter. The results then quantified the impact high-side and low-side values for that 

parameter had on drainage results. These results were used to determine where to focus future data collection efforts and to 

determine how the more complex models should be prepared. 

The work then shifted to Single Well Models to test the impact different well completion techniques had on the 

performance of individual wells, depending on where the wells were located in the lease. These models are simple to build 

and quick to run but they are only applicable to studying the early performance of individual wells. Single well modeling is 

better than no modeling at all but it involves placing an artificial flow boundary around the single well to force it to drain a 

pre-determined area. One of the reasons for the simulation work is to determine the drainage area and this obviously can not 

be determined from a model where the drainage area is artificially set, such as the square boundary assigned to the model 

illustrated in Figure 6 for a surface-to-inseam horizontal (SIS) well. 

Long
SIS
Long
SIS

 
Figure 6 Single Well Model  
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The only actual restrictions on what a well can drain are time, physical geologic barriers and interference from other 

wells. For example, drainage from a hole in the bottom of a Styrofoam coffee cup depends on the size of the cup and also 

depends on how many other holes are punched through the bottom. Likewise, forecasts for an entire lease that are based on a 

single well model multiplied by the number of wells planned to be drilled are of limited use. For this reason, fairly large 

sections of the reservoir covering multiple well locations are needed to be modeled to examine the effects of well-to-well 

interference. These are the Window Area models. 

Window Area models are utilized to match pressure and production performance of multiple wells and to examine the 

tendency for there to be a dominant flow direction in coal seams. This dominance relates to the orientation of the face cleats 

and other fractures in the coal plus the current maximum stress direction. Identifying these anisotropies is critical for proper 

well design and for forecasting the shape of the drainage area. An example of the window area used to study pressure 

interference in one of the seams is shown in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7 Window Area Models Examine Interference between Wells 
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This interference test involved injecting water into the seam at a constant rate at the centrally located OW-07 wellbore 

and then detecting the pressure response at surrounding wells. Those wells with the largest and most rapid response from the 

injection are those situated along the line of maximum flow direction. This information is used to design the orientation of 

horizontal wells to maximize their recovery efficiency and to also determine the areas that will drain first. 

Geologic features were also incorporated in the model to more accurately represent flow barriers or baffles in the coal 

seam. The most dominant feature in the Bulga mine is the Whybrow Fault that strikes ENE - WSW through the middle of the 

mine lease (Figure 8). 

 
Figure 8 A section of the Whybrow Fault in an open cut highwall. 

  
This fault and other stratigraphic and structural features identified by company geologists were included in the models. 

The impact these features had on fluid migration was studied in a window area model such as the one illustrated in Figure 9. 

The areas where gas would accumulate could then be identified and those areas targeted with additional drainage wells.  
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Figure 9 Geologic Flow Features 
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Another application for the window models was to predict and match production performance for drill wells. 

Calibrating the models to actual field production and maintaining good data collection practices are two key elements to 

preparing accurate forecasts. The first pilot and first development wells involved two horizontal surface-to-inseam wells 

drilled alongside each other (Figure 10), with observation wells positioned to detect the drainage area shape.  

 

 
Figure 10 SIS Development Wells 

 
 The window area simulation model (Figure 11) illustrates the drainage effect of the two laterals in the center of the 

model with an observation well on the left edge.  

 
Figure 11 Window Area Model for History Matching 

 
The only portions of the coal seam that were not at least partially drained in the model are the small red areas on the 

edge. From this display it can be seen that the model was being drained up to the outer model boundaries which indicated the 

model size needed to be increased. As the need for more precise forecasts increased during the evaluation process, the model 

size was increased to minimize the impact of boundary effects.  
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Some published model studies show boundaries placed along the edge of the mine plan but this is not accurate in 

accounting for gas and water migration in the coal seam. Flow in the coal seam obviously won’t suddenly stop at a lease 

boundary or at the edge of a mine plan design and so creating artificial boundaries in a model can lead to a significant error in 

results. The solution is to extend the model well beyond the edge of the mine plan and beyond the location of the outer 

drainage wells. Model results showed that fluid will migrate onto the lease area and that some of the most effective drainage 

wells are those outside of the mine plan. After testing a variety of development schemes, a drainage plan was designed to 

reduce the gas content within the mine plan to a level that could be adequately handled by the planned ventilation system. 

Displays showing the pre-mining gas content (m3/t) before and after the drainage program are provided in Figure 12.  

 

 
Figure 12 Development Model to Optimize Well Placement and Timing 

 
There is also the need to study the interaction between longwall activity and the plies and seams below and above the 

working section. Runs with a multi-seam model, shown in Figure 13, were made to address this issue.  

 

 
 

Figure 13 Multi-Seam Model 
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In the multi-seam runs the interburden and seam porosities and connectivities were modified according to when the 

longwall panel moved over a particular area. The extent, intensity and duration of these changes were based on mining 

observations and the next step will be to base these changes on the geomechanical model prepared for the mine lease. The 

ability to create a fine grid model over the entire lease with all seams and interburden represented and to be able to make 

multiple model runs in the same day is only possible due to the advancements in computing power and technology over the 

past few years. This is especially true when considering the model can also handle dynamic changes to coal properties and be 

run on a desktop computer. When working with single well models the run times can be reduced to less than five minutes 

time on a laptop computer. These area remarkable advancements compared to what could be accomplished ten years ago. 

Another application for the multi-seam model was to develop combined production forecasts from all seams. These 

results are illustrated in Figure 14 with one curve showing the maximum gas rates over time and a lower curve showing the 

impact of losing wellbores due to mining activity.  

 

 
 

Figure 14 Gas Production Profile 
 

This gas rate profile is valuable for designing the infrastructure needed to handle and utilize this commodity. Initial runs 

showed a rapid growth in gas rate followed by a rapid decline and so several different development plans were evaluated for 

stabilizing rates over time. A stable gas flow is more compatible with gas usage plans and leads to a higher gas utilization 

percentage. The phased evaluation approach outlined in this section yields a series of flow models each designed to address 

specific issues for particular areas. A summary of the issues handled in each modeling phase are outlined in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15 Petroleum Approach Simulation Phases and Deliverables 

 
 

Industry Comparisons of Gas Development Objectives 
 

Some of the very early thinking in the petroleum industry was that underground oil or gas deposits resembled 

underground flowing rivers. A successful well was quickly surrounded by more wells to collect the fluid before it flowed off 

the lease and the operator on the other side of the lease would respond with their own line of wells. Records from that time 

claimed that in some instances one could jump from one drill rig floor to the next without touching the ground. Although 

phrases such as oil pool or gas reservoir are still common in the industry, operators now realize that such close well spacing 

is wasteful and that the optimum well spacing varies by field.  

Optimum well spacing is measured in the petroleum industry by economic parameters rather than by total recovery. 

This concept was reinforced at one major oil company by having all the first-year engineers design a development program 

for the same field. The objective was to submit a plan that would generate the highest economic return for the company. Most 

of the designs had numerous wells carefully spaced around the field to maximize recovery but the correct answer was to drill 

only one well in the most optimum geologic setting. This taught the lesson that total recovery was secondary to economic 

return.  

This approach is not correct for many CMM projects. That is, the coal extraction rate in these projects is the primary 

economic driver and improving mine safety and avoiding mining delays can justify drilling wellbores on a tighter spacing 

pattern than what could be supported solely from a petroleum or CBM standpoint. As a result, the success of a gas 

development program in a CMM project is better measured in terms of total gas recovery and risk mitigation than simply in 

terms of economic return from gas sales. 
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Well patterns in the CBM industry are usually standardized rather than being adjusted to account for variations in coal 

properties. This can be traced to a lack of geologic data in many CBM plays for identifying the variations ahead of 

development. Pre-development forecasts for CBM fields are usually based on a few isotherm and gas content tests from three 

to five exploration wells spread over a lease area that might cover an area of several square miles. Those in the coal industry 

who have observed long coal seam sections underground are not surprised that there can be tremendous variations in coal 

properties over these distances. As a result, it can be difficult to estimate field performance based on the performance of a 

handful of widely spaced wells.  This lack of geologic information is why it is very rare for a detailed simulation evaluation 

to be completed ahead of CBM development, though it is not uncommon for such evaluations to be conducted in the later 

stages of development after many of the wells have been drilled and more data has been collected from those wells. Low 

startup and development costs associated with many CBM plays allow the operators to take on more risk and skip some of 

the sampling and development planning steps that are essential to many petroleum and mining industry projects.  

The evaluation work and technical expertise in each industry varies but the CMM development projects offer a unique 

opportunity for blending this expertise. A complete CMM evaluation flow diagram is shown below (Figure 16) with each 

segment having a different focus. 

 
 

Figure 16 CMM Optimization Cycle 
 

The first step covers the reservoir simulation phases outlined in the previous sections of this paper. Once the post-

drainage gas rates and saturations are forecasted for the coal seams then forecasts can be made of the gas liberated from the 

seam during mining (Gas Emissions Simulation). This provides estimates of the peak and average gas concentrations in the 

mine during longwall mining which is used in the Production Simulation to determine coal extraction rates. The next step is 
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to calculate the financial impact (Financial Model) of the entire program and this leads to determining what size of pre-

drainage scheme (Drilling Program) can be justified. If additional drilling eventually leads to a significant improvement in 

the coal extraction rate then the incremental drilling cost will likely have a positive economic impact. If not, drilling activity 

is reduced in the next evaluation cycle and the process is repeated until the optimum drainage plan is defined. 

RESULTS 
 

A gas development evaluation has been successfully applied at the Bulga Coal operation in the Hunter Valley of 

Australia. Results from various computer simulation models has enabled the coal mine operator, Xstrata Coal, to 

systematically plan the extraction of gas in harmony with mine production planning of multiple coal seams. In addition, the 

process engendered a true understanding of the economic value of the gas resource and increased confidence in predicting 

pre-mining drainage. This has allowed for a more proactive approach in building the infrastructure needed to capture the gas 

and accelerate coal mining.  

CONCLUSIONS 
Xstrata elected to pursue a pre-mining drainage evaluation for the following reasons: 

• Planned production volumes demanded a quantitative approach to gas drainage planning. 

• Greenhouse gas issues. 

• Desire to understand the true methane value of the gas on the lease. 

• A flexible approach was needed to gassier coal development with depth. 

• A desire to reduce mining delays due to inadequate gas drainage. 

• The need to develop multi-seam gas development expertise. 

 

Justification and planning for the capture and sale of Coal Mine Methane requires reliable detailed estimates of the: 

• Gas volume 

• Gas volume distribution  

• Potential gas rates and gas content distributions through time 

• Development costs and economics 

• Operations impact of gas drainage on mining activity 

• Financial impact on the total mining process 

 

These estimates are needed well ahead of mining to properly plan and design the required infrastructure. Slight 

modifications to the mine exploration program can yield the data needed for the gas development evaluation. Such field 

measurements, plus a good data management process, are keys to developing reliable gas content and gas rate forecasts 

through computer simulation modeling.  

 
 


